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called the restorers of womankind. But idle heads are usually occupied
about such trifling texts, wanton wits are cumbered with those wonted
fittes, such busy brains sow where they reap small gains. When wit
gives way to will and reason to affection, then folly with full sail
launcheth forth most desperately into the deep.1
The pre- The letter written as a pieface to Menaphon (1589) is less
face to euphuistic ; Nashe was already intent on forming a style entirely
*« Af «w- kjs Qwn^ g^j traces are plainly observable of the exuberant, slashing,
robustious rhetoric which in a year or two was to flow so readily
from his pen. In this short piece Nashe lays down the law, with
the confidence of a new-fledged graduate, on literary affectations,
especially in the employment of un-English teims, and winds up
with a panegyric of Cambridge's share in the revival of learning
In both these works there is more about literature than about life ;
the life that Nashe does treat of is that of the student and lover of
wisdom. It is noteworthy that he cannot away with pamphleteers
and exposers of abuses, a class into which he himself could not
help gravitating without much lapse of time.
NasWs        With Nashe's part m the great Martin Marprelate controversy
controver- there is no need to deal here.  What his precise share was is very
#v#7.r difficult to determine 3 ; at any rate it gained him the name of a
formidable duellist.   Nor is this the place to dwell on his still more
momentous campaign against Gabriel Harvey and his brothers, ex-
cellent as much of the fighting was from the literary point of view,
and a first-rate opportunity for the exercise of his powers of wit
and raillery.3   More relevant to the present theme is the general
" Pierce   satire on the inhabitants of London, Pierce Penilesse his Supplication
Pemlesse  to the Dive/I (1592), which seems to have been the most popular
>#-work of our " Young Juvenal," as Greene entitled him in the
°    Groats-Worth of Witte.   Here, after a characteristic lament for
the poor esteem in which wit and learning were now held, and for
the many evils that the Church had failed to remedy, Nashe proposes
to send a supplication to the Devil, and looks round for a knight of
the post to deliver it. The whole petition is then rehearsed.   It is
in the name of Pierce Penilesse, the impecunious man of letters, and
1 Works, ed, McKerrow, i   19.
a It is fully discussed by Dr McKerrow, v. 34-65.
) 65-110.

